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ST Aerospace Resources Pte. Ltd. selects
AerData’s CMS software
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Amsterdam, The Netherlands; 8th March 2017 – AerData, a Boeing Company, announced
today that ST Aerospace Resources Pte. Ltd. (ST Aerospace Resources), a subsidiary of
Singapore Technologies Aerospace Ltd., has chosen AerData’s Corporate Management System
(CMS) to support their fleet of aircraft. CMS is a single platform that facilitates the
consolidation and management of data from multiple sources. CMS mitigates risk and enables
lessors to smoothly run their business by providing them with full control and oversight of
their asset values, contract information and technical details.
AerData’s Corporate Management System is an industry leading platform that supports all
business processes in aircraft leasing and asset management. CMS is web enabled and
accessible via a secure and encrypted internet connection 24/7.
Commenting on the announcement, Matthew Bull, CEO of AerData said, “We are delighted to
announce ST Aerospace Resources as our latest CMS customer. CMS will provide ST Aerospace
Resources with a solid platform to manage and expand their activities using an industry
standard lease and asset management system.”

Yip Hin Meng, SVP / GM, ST Aerospace Resources Pte. Ltd. said, “AerData has proven
themselves in providing aircraft asset and lease management systems. We are confident that
their corporate management system will facilitate our business model and support the
achievement of our goals. We look forward to growing our aircraft leasing portfolio utilizing
their solution.”
About AerData
AerData, a Boeing Company, provides lease management, records management, engine fleet
planning and audit and inspection software as well as technical and back office services for
aircraft and engine operators, lessors and MROs. With a strong customer focus, AerData
delivers a reliable and secure service to its clients using latest technologies and state of the
art infrastructure.
AerData is part of the Digital Aviation business unit within Boeing Support and Services.
Boeing offers the industry’s largest portfolio of support and services solutions, providing
customers a competitive advantage by solving real operational problems, enabling better
decisions, maximizing efficiency and improving environmental performance – intelligent
information solutions across the entire aviation ecosystem.
About ST Aerospace Resources
ST Aerospace Resources is the aircraft leasing subsidiary of ST Aerospace with a portfolio of
mid-life aircraft assets from the Airbus A320/A321, Airbus A330 and Boeing 737NG family. In
addition to aircraft leasing, ST Aerospace Resources also provides technical and financial
expertise to manage, evaluate and re-market aircraft assets.
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Disclaimer
This press release may contain forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties. In most
cases, you can identify forward-looking statements by terminology such as “may”, “should”, “expects”,
“plans”, “anticipates”, “believes”, “estimates”, “predicts”, “potential” or “continue” or the negative of
such terms or similar terminology. Such forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future
performance and involve significant assumptions, risks and uncertainties, and actual results may differ
materially from those in the forward-looking statements.

